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Head of School Message— Spring Term 3

Thursday 11th February 2021
Term 3

Dear Parents and carers,
I would like to thank you all for your continued support both for
your children and for the school during Term 3 of the school
year.
The children have had a busy term and hopefully they all enjoyed
our recent Well Being and Perseverance Weeks where they focused on themselves and reflected on their own well-being and
perseverance. As I have already said it was lovely to see the
quotes, poetry, artwork and amazing clips from some of the talent shows on Google Classroom that the children have produced.
Staffing
Once again I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mrs
Macfarlane for all her help whilst she has worked at Shorne Primary School and wish her well for the future. Although she is
leaving Shorne she will continue to work as part of the Trust.
I would also like to take the opportunity to welcome back Miss
Tyler, Mrs Doerr and Miss Flood from their maternity leave.
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Further information regarding staffing arrangements in Class 4
will be sent separately.
Parent Survey
Thank you to those that completed the Parent Survey. As ever
there are areas for us to reflect on as a school and implement
improvement.
If you wish to view the survey as a whole document this can be
found on the school website – please look under ‘News and Events’
and then ‘Latest News’.
Pupil Survey
We have now sent out a Pupil Survey for the pupils to complete
regarding their Home Schooling experience. We would appreciate, where needed, if you could assist your child/children in
reading and completing this questionnaire. If you have not yet
responded please use the web address below:
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?
id=XHPhzqA1v0aRW8QcdqVbV2FjzS3XB5dBiLQk9YnqoN5UN0ZSTkN
FQ05MT0UxNTAzMTYxWVdaNlMzNS4u

E-safety Week

A reminder that we will be launching E- Safety week the week
beginning 22/02/2021 where, alongside the assignments your
child would normally be given (but not increasing the workload),
there will be a particular focus on online safety and safe surfing
of the Internet.
Whole School Pantomime
We hope the children all enjoyed today’s online pantomime – Robin Hood and his socially distanced men!

Just remember –
Shorne Primary School
Just remember my Shorne Pupils, you’ve
made everyone one of us so very proud,
Being in lockdown will have taught you all
so much.
Home schooling on Google Classrooms and
the challenge that has been.
Today we thank the team of Shorne for all
that they do.
Alongside the teachers your parents have
played a part,
So thank you to everyone of you, I know
that is has been tough.
Just remember Shorne pupils never give up
when things get tough.
Always remember what you’ve achieved
and who you’ve become now,
Believe in yourself and in your plan,
Say not - I cannot, but I can.
We do all miss each and every one of you.
Miss Hewett

Baby news!
We have some wonderful baby news to share. On Monday 1st
February Mr Woodcock became the proud father of a bouncing
baby boy. Mr & Mrs Woodcock are over the moon and mother
and baby are doing very well indeed.
Mr Woodcock will be returning from Paternity Leave on Tuesday 23rd February 2021.
Key Workers
May I remind you of the process for applying for a position for
your child/children at school if you are a key worker. Please
can you send in evidence if both parents are unable to work
from home. This will most probably be in the form of a letter
from your employer. We have been advised by the Trust to
keep our numbers down as much as possible due to the risk to
children and adults being high at present. The advice that we
have been given is that the safest place is at home.
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Half Term Arrangements
To confirm the school will remain closed
during half term week. For your information the last day of term is Thursday
11th February and the first day back to
school for the children is Tuesday 23rd
February.
May I wish you all an enjoyable half term
holiday!
With best wishes.
Tara Hewett
Head of School

Class R
Rabbit Class have been learning
about Space this term. They have
enjoyed a variety of stories and
fun learning. After listening to
the story ‘Whatever Next’ they
made rockets from boxes so they
could zoom to the moon with their
teddy to have a picnic. They made
space helmets, rockets which they
made fly by using straws and balloons, telescopes so that they
could see the planets and stars
more clearly and their own silly
cylinder aliens. They designed a
repeating pattern pair of underpants for the aliens in the story
‘Aliens love Underpants’ and en-

joyed some exciting science experiments where they made balloon aliens grow and fly using vinegar and bicarbonate of soda.

al photo hugs and created paper
hugs for classmates and people
who they are missing. They have
also been enjoying live ‘Cook with
Mrs Thornley’ sessions on Well
They covered balloons in paper
Being Wednesdays where they
mache and made their own planets created cucumber style sushi, torand discovered star constellations. tilla pizzas, egg, ham and cheese
muffins and fruit kebabs.
They looked at the painting
‘Starry Night’ by Van Gogh and
Mrs Hunt has been providing live
recreated his artwork using paint dance and PE sessions and they
on tin foil and using a fork to cre- have enjoyed weekly bingo and
ate the swirly patterns.
themed scavenger hunts on a FriAs part of their PSHE lessons and day where it has been great fun to
catch up with friends!
Well Being week they drew pictures for their friends, sent virtu-

Class 1
The children in Class 1 have engaged brilliantly with have written letters to their favourite anitheir topic - Bright Lights Big City and will be con- mals. The children were inspired to create their
tinuing this into Term 4.
own Zoo Keeper Huts at home!
To launch the topic the children were invited by the
Queen to hold their own Royal tea parties. The children made wonderful decorations and helped make
lots of tasty food. They studied the events of The
Great Fire of London and learnt about Samuel
Pepys. The children have had fun pretending to be
the baker Thomas Farriner and correcting his instructions for baking bread! They have also explored London Zoo. The children have asked a
Zookeeper some very interesting questions and
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This term Class 2 have been learning all about insects. They have researched different creepy crawlies
from around the world and learnt to design and make their own moving spiders! As part of 'Children's mental health week' they have been challenging themselves to complete different challenges, working on their
resilience and perseverance skills.

Class 3
Class 3 started their new topic of Scrumdiddlyumptious and they had great fun writing recipes, following
instructions and sorting foods into food groups. They
made their own videos to show how instructions work
and then they wrote up their instructions afterwards.
They had instructions for cartwheels, lunch and how to
make a paper aeroplane. They also visited the jungle
and created their own jungle logs. In Maths they have
been learning how to multiply and divide and have been
using a range of strategies to help them. Well-being
week was great fun as they wrote their own Haiku poems and decorated them beautifully. They also created
their own tigers showing perseverance as these were
very tricky to do.

Class 4
This term Class 4’s topic has been Blue Abyss so
they have been learning about everything relating to
the sea. They have been writing personification poems about sea creatures and biographies about the
famous oceanographer Jacques Cousteau. Two of
their highlights have been building submarines and
learning the science around water pressure by doing
an experiment.

Class 5
This term Class 5 have been using the subject of Ancient Egypt as the basis for
their learning. They have deciphered codes using hieroglyphs and created their
own messages. Howard Carter provided the inspiration for some diary writing
(and posters on how to write one), and they even got to watch a ‘live’ mummification. For Art they focused on drawing a Nemes (Egyptian headdress) paying particular attention to the fine details of their sketches when they looked to improve them. After learning about the social structure in Ancient Egypt, they
then created their own pyramids and then wrote out instructions for others to
follow – Mr Mallinson in particular enjoyed the live ‘Egyptian origami’ session!
They have also been focusing on their own wellbeing, producing poems reflecting
on what makes them unique as well as looking to develop their understanding of
human characteristics such as perseverance and determination.
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Class 6
Class 6 have been working hard this term and amongst
other things have produced some amazing reports on
Greenland as well as fine tuning their presentation
skills through poetry reading. Throughout this whole
time at home Mrs James has commented on how lovely
it was to see the messages of support and encouragement they have given each other when sharing work on
Google Classroom.
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It has also been nice to see the children enjoy their
Wellbeing sessions and sharing photos of them having
fun in the snow and their snow creations!
Well done everyone!

Motivational Lockdown stories
from Shorne pupils
One of our pupils at Shorne School, Sienna, has
taken on the challenge to walk/run 150k in 50
days, together with family members, to help her
friend Luke raise the last part of a £15,000 goal
for the Evelina Children’s Hospital.

During family lockdown walks, one of our pupils became became increasingly aware of how much litter
had been discarded in and around Chalk. Emily asked
her parents to buy some ‘litter picking up sticks’ so
that they could make ’the world a cleaner place’!

Luke was born with a heart defect and had life
saving surgery at the Evelina Children’s Hospital
when he was just 5 days old. He continues to have annual check ups to
ensure his heart is working as it
should be.

Between the top of Chalk Road and Castle Lane Emily
managed to collect 2 bin liners of full of rubbish and
she named the bin bags ‘Redbull’ due
to the amount of discarded cans, 32
in total. She was amazed not only to
find general rubbish but also a television set and a frying pan. Emily plans
to go collecting again because her
bags became full too quick and there’s
more rubbish for her to clear.

Good luck Sienna!

Cornerstones Curriculum

Well done Emily!

For your information the new topics for
each class next term in the Cornerstones Curriculum are:
Class
Class R
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6

Topic
What happens when I fall asleep?
Bright Lights Big City
Scented garden
Scrumdiddlyumptious
Blue Abyss
Pharoahs
Frozen Kingdom

School website
Please remember to always take the
time to look at our school website
www.shorne.kent.sch.uk.
Please make sure that you do regularly check this for
updates, detailed information about curriculum areas
and important dates for your diaries.

Term 3 RAP Awards
YR
YR
YR
YR
YR
YR
YR

R
1
2
3
4
5
6

R Primrose Elliott
R Brock Clarke
R Macie Snoswell
R Poppy Webster
R Halle Mills
R Brody Amos
R Ethan Murkin
Respect

A Anna Wanmer
A Eva Barrass
A Sebastian Driscoll
A Amelie Reason
A Harry Lucas
A Luke Vaughan
A Toby Scott
Achievement

P Aronas Pazareckas
P Ivy Braund
P Edith Kelleher
P Sienna Haros
P Alfie Edwards
P Bella Eaton
P Sophia Lavender
Perseverance

